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Key points:
1. Synthetic time series of albedo and EVI can capture land surface dynamics with high similarity to tower and field data.
2. The RMSE and bias of the synthetic albedo values are less than 0.013 and within ± 0.006, respectively as compared to Ameiflux field data.
3. In the future access to spatially representative NEON tower albedometer data will greatly improve our ability to evaluate moderate resolution satellite products.
Abstract:

Seasonal vegetation phenology can significantly alter surface albedo which in turn affects the global energy balance and the albedo warming/cooling feedbacks that impact climate change. To monitor and quantify the surface dynamics of heterogeneous landscapes, high temporal and spatial resolution synthetic time series of albedo and the enhanced vegetation index (EVI) were generated from the 500 m Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) operational Collection V006 daily BRDF/NBAR/albedo products and 30 m Landsat 5 albedo and near-nadir reflectance data through the use of the Spatial and Temporal Adaptive Reflectance Fusion Model (STARFM). The traditional Landsat Albedo (Shuai et al., 2011) makes use of the MODIS BRDF/Albedo products (MCD43) by assigning appropriate BRDFs from coincident MODIS products to each Landsat image to generate a 30 m Landsat albedo product for that acquisition date. The available cloud free Landsat 5 albedos (due to clouds, generated every 16 days at best) were used in conjunction with the daily MODIS albedos to determine the appropriate 30 m albedos for the intervening daily time steps in this study. These enhanced daily 30 m spatial resolution synthetic time series were then used to track albedo and vegetation phenology dynamics over three Ameriflux tower sites (Harvard Forest in 2007, Santa Rita in 2011 and Walker Branch in 2005). These Ameriflux sites were chosen as they are all quite nearby new towers coming on line for the National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON), and thus represent locations which will be served by spatially paired albedo measures in the near future. The availability of data from the NEON towers will greatly expand the sources of tower albedometer data available for evaluation of satellite products. At these three Ameriflux tower sites the synthetic time series of broadband shortwave albedos were evaluated using the tower albedo measurements with a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) less than 0.013 and a bias within the range of \( \pm 0.006 \). These synthetic time series provide much greater spatial detail than the 500 m gridded MODIS data, especially over more heterogeneous surfaces, which improves the efforts to characterize and monitor the spatial variation across species and communities. The mean of the difference between maximum and minimum synthetic time series of albedo within the MODIS pixels over a subset of satellite data of Harvard Forest (16 km by 14 km) was as high as 0.2 during the snow-covered period and reduced to around 0.1 during the snow-free period. Similarly, we have used STARFM to also couple MODIS Nadir BRDF Adjusted Reflectances
(NBAR) values with Landsat 5 reflectances to generate daily synthetic times series of NBAR and thus Enhanced Vegetation Index (NBAR-EVI) at a 30 m resolution. While normally STARFM is used with directional reflectances, the use of the view angle corrected daily MODIS NBAR values will provide more consistent time series. These synthetic times series of EVI are shown to capture seasonal vegetation dynamics with finer spatial and temporal details, especially over heterogeneous land surfaces.

1. Introduction

Global surface temperatures have increased by approximately 0.6°C in the past three decades (Hansen et al., 2010, 2006). This warming has contributed to a lengthening of the terrestrial vegetation growing season, especially in the mid- and high latitudes (Körner and Basler, 2010; Menzel and Fabian, 1999; Menzel et al., 2006; Myneni et al., 1997). Changes in the timing of leaf-out impact essential ecosystem processes; therefore accurate monitoring of phenology is required to understand the variability in terrestrial ecosystem change (Baldocchi et al., 2001; Churkina et al., 2005; Cleland et al., 2006; Piao et al., 2007; Richardson et al., 2012, 2009).

Land surface albedo plays a crucial role in land surface climate and biosphere models as a key climate forcing variable (Dirmeyer and Shukla, 1994; Hall, 2004; Lofgren, 1995; Ollinger et al., 2008). Typical surface albedo can range from as high as 0.8 over a pure snow-covered area to as low as 0.1 over vegetation during the snow-free period (Jin et al., 2002). This suggests that climate-driven changes in phenology (e.g. the onset of spring and snowmelt) may result in significant changes in the surface albedo. At lower albedo, the surface absorbs more solar energy and increases the local surface temperature which in turn affects the timing of phenological events (Richardson et al., 2013). This surface albedo feedback loop perpetuates further warming and climate change.

Trend analysis of vegetation albedo and phenology has been previously carried out using the high temporal resolution 500 m gridded MODIS albedo and Nadir Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF)-Adjusted Reflectance (NBAR)-derived Vegetation Indices (VI) (Friedl et al., 2014; Ganguly et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2003). The MODIS 500 m
BRDF/NBAR/albedo product (MCD43A) (Schaaf, 2008; Schaaf et al., 2011, 2002) provides high quality surface reflectance anisotropy retrievals over a variety of land surface types with high accuracy (Jin et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2009; Román et al., 2010, 2009; Wang et al., 2012, 2014). MODIS NBAR (MCD43A4) standardizes the MODIS directional reflectances to a nadir view at the illumination of local solar noon to eliminate the angular effect on the biophysical related parameters.

However, there are limitations to the application of daily 500 m gridded MODIS products such as NBAR and albedo in highly heterogeneous landscapes. Snow cover over different land types within a single MODIS pixel may melt at different rates and the vegetation green-up within a coarse satellite pixel of a mixed land cover type is usually dominated by the proportion of vegetation with the earlier green-up times (Zhang et al., 2017). As such, enhanced high resolution temporal and spatial data are critical to enable more detailed phenological monitoring (Liang et al., 2014). A persistent issue with current remotely sensed data is that sensors capture either high spatial resolution and low temporal resolution (e.g. Landsat, ASTER) or coarser spatial resolution and higher temporal resolution (e.g. MODIS, VIIRS). This limits the ability to monitor rapid land surface processes, particularly in heterogeneous landscapes. Several algorithms have been developed to blend these two resolutions of datasets to generate high temporal and spatial resolution surface reflectance (Emelyanova et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2006; Hilker et al., 2009; Roy et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2010; Zurita-Milla et al., 2009). The Spatial and Temporal Adaptive Reflectance Fusion Model (STARFM) (Gao et al., 2006) has been successfully applied to generate high spatial and temporal resolution reflectance time series by combining cloud-free Landsat and MODIS reflectance data for vegetation monitoring. In this study, the STARFM algorithm is utilized to produce high spatial and temporal resolution albedo and VI time series by fusing Landsat and MODIS data.

Essential in the development of accurate satellite-driven remotely sensed products is the need for ground validation over various land covers, temporal scales, and seasonal dynamics over the long-term. In order to examine the ability of long-term field and tower networks such as Ameriflux and specifically the new National Ecological Observation Network (NEON) to provide in situ reference data for MODIS and other moderate resolution satellite sensors, we
present here an analysis of the spatial representativeness of the 20 core NEON terrestrial tower sites and thus their suitability to serve as moderate resolution albedo evaluation sites. NEON is a comprehensive observatory network designed to monitor physical and chemical properties of climate-related processes, including airborne remote sensing measurements, over the U.S. continental-scale ecosystem (Kampe, 2010; Keller et al., 2008). NEON sites are designed and sited to obtain accurate flux measurements, but the tower locations for other tower-based measurements such as albedo are not necessarily well suited for the evaluation of coarse resolution satellite acquisitions. Thus the STARFM method is used to generate synthetic high resolution albedo as well as NBAR-based vegetation indices at several select Ameriflux sites that are in close proximity to core NEON sites. This is done both to further demonstrate the enhancement that coupled MODIS-Landsat data products (including albedo and NBAR) provide for the detection of land surface characteristics and to illustrate the value of the increasingly available NEON tower data for satellite product validation over a wide range of ecosystems.

Thus the objectives of this study are to investigate the representativeness of tower measurements from NEON for the validation of moderate spatial resolution albedo products (e.g. MODIS, VIIRS) and demonstrate the concept of improving the ability to monitor temporal vegetation variations at the landscape scale especially heterogeneous surface by using STARFM to generate high temporal (daily) and spatial (30m) resolution albedo and NBAR-derived vegetation indices from the Collection V006 MODIS BRDF/NBAR/albedo products and Landsat 5 data.

2. Material and methodology

2.1 Study area and ground measurements

NEON consists of 47 terrestrial tower sites located across 20 eco-climatic domains in the US with one “core site” at each domain. Each of the 20 core terrestrial sites (Fig. 1) represents a different ecosystem region with varying vegetation types and climates (Hamilton et al., 2007; Kampe, 2010; Schimel et al., 2007). Long-term (30 year) data acquisition from NEON will provide site-based field ecological and climatic observations which can be coupled with regional and national-scale airborne remote sensing observations to describe land use and climate-driven seasonal change. The NEON network is currently under construction (with only nine sites starting to be operational), therefore we selected three Ameriflux tower sites (Harvard Forest,
Santa Rita and Walker Branch (Table 1) which are located very close to NEON sites. These Ameriflux sites have the same land cover type as their NEON counterparts and the distances between the NEON and Ameriflux tower pairs are less than 0.8 km in all cases. The AmeriFlux network, established by the Department of Energy (DOE), provides ecosystem level exchanges of CO₂, water, and energy (including surface albedo) (Law et al., 2002; Running et al., 1999). In this study the Ameriflux tower measurements were used to evaluate the daily high spatial resolution synthetic time series of albedo. The Harvard Forest site is a mixed deciduous broadleaf and evergreen needleleaf forest dominated by red maple (Acer rubrum), red oak (Quercus rubra), birch (Betula), and hemlock (Tsuga canadensis). The Walker Branch site is near the NEON Oak Ridge site and is a 50-year-old broadleaf forest stand dominated by oak (Quercus alba L., Q. prinus L.), hickory (Carya ovata(Mill.) K. Koch), maple (Acer rubrum L., A. saccharum), and tulip poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera L.). Both of these Ameriflux towers are mounted with Kipp and Zonen albedometers and radiometers to measure shortwave albedo. The Santa Rita Creosote site is located near the NEON Santa Rita Experimental Range site. This open shrub site is dominated by creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) and the shortwave albedo is derived from a Kipp and Zonen four component radiometer (Sanchez-Mejia and Papuga, 2014; Sanchez-Mejia et al., 2014). The local noon ground albedo is calculated as the ratio of upwelling radiation and downwelling radiation. In addition, field measurements of green-up dates with full bud break were obtained at the Harvard Forest site through the long-term ecological research (LTER) network database (http://www.lternet.edu/sites/hfr) (Richardson and O’Keefe, 2009; Zhang et al., 2006). Phenocam photos acquired at Santa Rita Creosote site were used to track the vegetation dynamics.
Fig. 1 Landscapes and acquired dates of the 20 NEON core sites (from Google Earth).

Table 1: Characteristics of the three Ameriflux and 20 NEON tower sites in 20 NEON domains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain Number</th>
<th>Site Name</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Latitude/Longitude</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Land type</th>
<th>Tower height (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D01</td>
<td>Harvard Forest</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>42.5369/-72.1727</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Mixed Forest</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D01</td>
<td>Harvard Forest</td>
<td>Ameriflux</td>
<td>42.54378/-72.1715</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Mixed Forest</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D02</td>
<td>Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>38.8929/-78.1395</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Deciduous broadleaf forest</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D03</td>
<td>Ordway-Swisher Biological Station</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>29.6893/-81.9934</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Evergreen broadleaf forest</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D04</td>
<td>Guanica Forest</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>17.9696/-66.8687</td>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>Evergreen broadleaf forest</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D05</td>
<td>University of Notre Dame</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>46.2339/-89.5373</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Mixed forest</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D06</td>
<td>Konza Prairie Biological Station</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>39.1008/-96.5631</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Prairie</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D07</td>
<td>Oak Ridge</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>35.9641/-84.2826</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Deciduous broadleaf forest</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D07</td>
<td>Walker Branch</td>
<td>Ameriflux</td>
<td>35.9588/-84.2874</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Deciduous broadleaf forest</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D08</td>
<td>Talladega National Forest</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>32.9505/-87.3933</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Mixed forest</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D09</td>
<td>Woodworth</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>47.1282/-99.2414</td>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>Grass</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td>Central Plains Experimental Range</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>40.8155/-104.7456</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>grass</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11</td>
<td>LBJ National Grassland</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>33.4012/-97.5700</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Deciduous broadleaf forest</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D12</td>
<td>Yellowstone Northern Range (Frog Rock)</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>44.9535/-110.5391</td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Evergreen needleleaf forest</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D13</td>
<td>Niwot Ridge Mountain Research Station</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>40.0543/-105.5824</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>grass</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D14</td>
<td>Santa Rita Experimental Range</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>31.9107/-110.8355</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>shrub</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D14</td>
<td>Santa Rita Creosote</td>
<td>Ameriflux</td>
<td>31.9083/-110.8396</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>shrub</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D15</td>
<td>Onaqui-Ault</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>40.1776/-112.4524</td>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>sagebrush steppe</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D16</td>
<td>Wind River Experimental Forest</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>45.8205/-121.9519</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Evergreen needleleaf forest</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D17</td>
<td>San Joaquin Experimental Range</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>37.1088/-119.7323</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>open woodland</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D18</td>
<td>Toolik Lake</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>68.6611/-149.3705</td>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>tundra</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D19</td>
<td>Caribou Creek - Poker Flats Watershed</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>65.1540/-147.5026</td>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>Evergreen needleleaf forest</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D20</td>
<td>Upper Waiakoa Forest Reserve</td>
<td>NEON</td>
<td>19.5577/-155.2711</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Evergreen broadleaf forest</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2 Satellite Data
The 500 m Collection V006 MODIS BRDF/NBAR/albedo product (MCD43) and the 30 m Landsat 5 surface reflectance were used for this synthetic study. The MODIS BRDF/NBAR/albedo product makes use of a linear “kernel-driven” RossThick-LiSparse Reciprocal (RTLSR) BRDF model which has been shown to be well suited to describe the reflectance anisotropy of each pixel at a 500-m gridded resolution over a variety of land covers (Lucht et al., 2000; Privette et al., 1997; Schaaf et al., 2002). In the past this multi-day product was retrieved every 8 days which limited its ability to capture rapidly changing land surface events such as vegetation emergence and snowmelt. However, the Collection V006 MODIS BRDF/albedo product, currently in production, is now retrieved daily and represents the best possible BRDF based on 16 days of input information. The day of interest is heavily weighted within the algorithm to allow daily monitoring of land surface change phenomena (Schaaf et al., 2011; Shuai et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2012).

The 30 m spatial resolution Landsat 5 surface reflectance over the three sites is derived from Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing System (LEDAPS) (Masek et al., 2006). The Landsat narrowband to broadband coefficients were applied to generate the shortwave broadband surface reflectance (He et al., 2014; Shuai et al., 2014). Landsat shortwave albedo is calculated from the Anisotropic Reflectance Factor (ARF) taken from a high quality MODIS pixel associated with the same spectral cluster (Shuai et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012). The Shuai et al. (2011) (the so-called concurrent “MODIS-era” approach) uses an unsupervised classifier to cluster the individual scene-based multi-spectral Landsat data into ten to fifteen clusters, with the assumption that each cluster in the scene has similar instantaneous anisotropy features. The cluster map is reprojected from UTM to the MODIS sinusoidal projection and MODIS representative pixels that are relatively homogenous on the Landsat scale are identified. The ratio of the albedo-to-reflectance generated from the representative MODIS pixels BRDF which are associated with each Landsat cluster is then calculated to derive a Landsat albedo from the Landsat near nadir reflectance (at view angles ±7.5° from nadir) using equation (1).

\[ A = \left( \frac{a}{r(\Omega_i)} \right) \cdot r_i \]  

(1)

Where \( A \) is Landsat albedo to be calculated, \( r_i \) is observed Landsat reflectance and \( \Omega_i \) is viewing and solar geometry of Landsat data. \( a \) is albedo and \( r(\Omega_i) \) is the reflectance at Landsat sun view geometry. Both \( a \) and \( r(\Omega_i) \) are derived by the BRDF parameters.
The cloud-free blue-sky shortwave broadband albedo (the actual bi-hemispherical reflectance) is derived by combining the synthetic shortwave Black-Sky Albedo (BSA) at local solar noon and the White-Sky Albedo (WSA) with a consideration of the diffuse and direct incident radiation at a specific time (Eq. 2) (Lewis and Barnsley, 1994; Román et al., 2010).

\[
\alpha_{\text{blue-sky}}(\theta_i) = f_{\text{diffuse}}(\theta_i)\alpha_{\text{white-sky}} + (1 - f_{\text{diffuse}}(\theta_i))\alpha_{\text{black-sky}}(\theta_i)
\]  

(2)

Where \( f_{\text{diffuse}}(\theta_i) \) is the proportion of diffuse irradiation at a specific solar zenith angle \( \theta_i \); the \( f_{\text{diffuse}} \) is derived from AOD acquired from the MODIS aerosol product (MOD08).

Compared to the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) which can become saturated in dense vegetation, the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) (Huete et al., 2002) improves sensitivity in high biomass regions and is used to derive the MODIS phenology product (Zhang et al., 2003). As such, the NBAR-derived EVI time series data are used to detect vegetation phenology metrics in this study.

2.3 The synthetic time series of shortwave broadband albedo and vegetation index

The STARFM algorithm is used to derive the synthetic time series of daily albedo and enhanced vegetation index at a 30m spatial resolution. STARFM blends the Landsat and MODIS data by using the spatially and temporally weighted difference between paired MODIS and Landsat pixels from same day images to predict intermediate values on MODIS dates and create a comprehensive phenological record (Gao et al., 2006). In this study both the synthetic daily shortwave broadband albedo and the EVI values were generated utilizing STARFM from the paired images of Landsat and MODIS albedo and the paired images of NBAR-derived EVI to model the non-linear change over the entire period (Emelyanova et al., 2013). STARFM is applied directly to the shortwave broadband albedo and EVI values rather than the underlying surface reflectance in order to reduce the mismatch in bandwidths between the Landsat and MODIS data. The daily MODIS NBAR-derived EVI (Collection V006) and Landsat EVI are fused to build EVI time-series for deriving the vegetation phenology. Daily 30 m spatial
resolution STARFM images were generated for the entire year of 2007 at Harvard Forest, Santa Rita in 2011 and Walker Branch in 2005. The spatial extent of STARFM images is 16 km by 14 km at Harvard Forest and 5 km by 5 km at both the Santa Rita and Walker Branch sites. To facilitate a more robust analysis of the surface heterogeneity, a larger plot was selected for statistics at the Harvard Forest site (16 km by 14 km). This was done to include most of land classes of typical forested areas of the northeastern United States (evergreen forest, deciduous forest, grassland, inland water bodies and residential areas). The cloud, cloud shadow and snow flags created by the LEDAPS algorithm were applied to select clear sky snow-free Landsat 5 TM images prior to processing in STARFM (Table 2).

The phenology metrics (e.g. onset of vegetation green-up) were retrieved by applying the piecewise logistic function to the synthetic time series snow-free daily EVI (Zhang et al., 2003). No further smoothing processes was performed over the synthetic time series data before fitting the piecewise logistic function.

Table 2. The acquisition dates of Landsat 5 TM images used for the Harvard Forest, Walker Branch, and Santa Rita sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Harvard Forest (year-month-day)</th>
<th>Walker Branch (year-month-day)</th>
<th>Santa Rita (year-month-day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007-03-30</td>
<td>2005-03-10</td>
<td>2011-01-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007-06-19</td>
<td>2005-09-18</td>
<td>2011-03-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007-09-07</td>
<td>2005-10-04</td>
<td>2011-03-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2005-10-20</td>
<td>2011-04-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2011-05-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2011-06-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2011-10-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2011-10-28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Landsat obtained from 2008-04-18 is utilized for the spring period as there was no available cloud free imagery in 2007 and no disturbance/change between year 2007 and 2008.

2.4 Surface heterogeneity analysis

The heterogeneity of the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) and shortwave broadband blue sky albedo is analyzed by considering the standard deviation (Eq. 3) and difference between the
maximum and minimum values (Eq. 4) within the moderate grid (480 m) using the 30 m STARFM synthetic datasets. Recognizing that the actual grid size of the so-called “500 m” MODIS gridded product is 463 m, in this study the analysis is performed for each 480 m grid (16 by 16 Landsat pixels) within the subsets of the three sites.

\[ Y_{480m-stdv} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (\bar{x}_{30m} - x_{30m})^2}{N - 1}} \]  

(3)

\[ Y_{480m-diff} = x_{max(30m)} - x_{min(30m)} \]  

(4)

\[ Z_{480m} = \frac{(\sum_{i=1}^{M} Y_{1480m})}{M} \]  

(5)

Where \( x \) refers to vegetation index or shortwave broadband blue sky albedo at 30 m spatial resolution. \( N \) is the total number of 30 m clear sky pixels within each 480 m grid. \( M \) is the number of 480 m grids within the study area. \( Y_{480m-stdv} \) and \( Y_{480m-diff} \) are the standard deviation and difference of the maximum and minimum values within the 480m grid respectively. \( Z_{480m} \) is the mean value of standard deviation (\( Y_{480m-stdv} \)) or difference of maximum and minimum (\( Y_{480m-diff} \)) values within the study area. These measures reflect the degrees of heterogeneity within a MODIS pixel from Landsat pixel resolution.

The heterogeneity and spatial representativeness of the NEON sites were also analyzed using a semivariogram analysis (Carroll and Cressie, 1996; Matheron, 1963). The semivariogram is one of the most efficient tools to reveal the spatial variability of land surfaces and describe the surface heterogeneity and spatial representativeness (Román et al., 2009; Woodcock et al., 1988a, 1988b). Albedo spatial representativeness analysis was performed using semivariograms created from the 30 m Landsat data to evaluate the surface heterogeneity of the regions around the 20 NEON core ground towers (Román et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014, 2012). The spatial representativeness of the ground measurements for moderate spatial resolution satellite products (e.g. MODIS, VIIRS) is evaluated at each NEON site. Although gridded as a 500 m product, the MCD43A BRDF/albedo/NBAR products are generated from multi-angular surface reflectance observations with varied footprints. As such, it is difficult to determine the exact footprint of one MODIS gridded albedo pixel. Campagnolo et al. (2016) showed that the effective spatial
resolution of 500 m gridded MODIS BRDF/albedo/ NBAR product at mid latitudes is around 833 m by 618 m. Therefore, we analyzed the spatial representativeness of each site based on a conservatively larger area. The ground measurements can be used to appropriately evaluate moderate spatial resolution remote sensing products if the surface is spatially homogenous within the larger area. The variogram estimator is fitted to a spherical model to derive spatial attributes (range, sill and nugget effect). The scale requirement index ($R_{se}$) (Eq. 6) (Román et al., 2009) derived from the semivariogram analysis measures the relative spatial variation in albedo considering both the footprint of the ground instrument and the surrounding landscape. The surface is spatially representative with respect to the MODIS footprint when the $R_{se}$ is less than 0.243 (Román et al., 2009).

$$R_{se} = \exp\left[-\sqrt{\frac{g}{a_x^2} + \frac{g}{a_{1.5x}^2}}\right]; x = 1.0\ km$$

Where:

$$g = 2H\tan(FOV)$$

$a$ is the range of two Landsat subsets of sizes $x$ and $1.5x$; $H$ is the height of the field albedometer; $FOV[\text{degrees}]$ is the half field-of-view of the albedometer; $g$ is the footprint of ground albedo measurements. The site is spatially representative when $g >= a_x$ and $g >= a_{1.5x}$, so that the $R_{se}$ values are between $[0.0, e^{-\sqrt{2}} \approx 0.243]$. The sill is the ordinate value of the range at which the variogram levels off to an asymptote and describes the maximum semivariance. Smaller sill values indicate less variation in albedo and a more homogenous surface. Note that the spatially representative analysis is only applicable to moderate resolution satellite measurements such as albedo and in no way reflects the suitability of the site as a flux tower. Spatially representative analysis is not necessarily required to validate fine spatial resolution satellite products (e.g. Landsat) as the footprints of the tower measurements are larger than the Landsat pixel size.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Land surface heterogeneity

The temporal standard deviation and difference of maximum and minimum shortwave broadband blue sky albedo and EVI over a 16 km by 14 km area at the Harvard Forest site
computed using Eq. (1-4) is shown in Fig. 2. The spatial extent of this subset is the same as that shown in Fig. 5 with the Ameriflux flux tower located at the center. The land cover of this area includes evergreen forest, deciduous forest, grassland, several inland water bodies and residential areas. As shown in Fig. 2, albedo is more heterogeneous during the snow-covered period with the highest albedo values over completely snow-covered surfaces and relatively low albedo over the forested areas where complete snow cover is rare. The maximum albedo within the study area is 0.9 while the minimum albedo is less than 0.1. The mean of the difference between maximum and minimum albedo over the entire study area is around 0.2 during the snow-covered period and reduced to around 0.1 during the snow-free period. The standard deviation of the albedo measurements shows similar trends to the mean of the difference between maximum and minimum albedo. The mean albedo standard deviation is at around 0.014 during the snow-free period and increases to 0.05 during the snow-covered period. EVI is relatively homogeneous during the dormant period and more heterogeneous during the growing season due to the different land cover growth patterns. The mean of the difference between maximum and minimum EVI over the study area is around 0.35 during the growing season; which is about 0.1 higher than the dormant period. The mean EVI standard deviation during the growing season is about 0.02 higher than the values during the dormant period.
Fig. 2. Temporal plot showing the difference of the maximum and minimum (a) and the standard deviation (b) of shortwave broadband blue sky albedo within the 480 m spatial resolution grids based on 30 m synthetic albedo times series at the Harvard Forest in 2007; Temporal plot of the difference of the maximum and minimum (c) and the standard deviation (d) of EVI within 480 m spatial resolution pixels based on 30 m synthetic EVI time series at the Harvard Forest in 2007. The subset area is 16 km by 14 km. The gray area represents the range of maximum and minimum values within the study area.
The big ranges in the standard deviation and maximum and minimum difference of both albedo and EVI indicate that there is significant spatial variation in the land surface of the Harvard Forest at MODIS pixel scales. Therefore, fine spatial resolution data is required to accurately quantify the effects of vegetation changes on the terrestrial carbon cycle and climate change at the patch-scale (Goward et al., 2008; Masek et al., 2013; Shuai et al., 2011).

Here we investigate the representativeness of the albedos that will be measured from NEON towers for the validation of the MODIS albedo product based on the surface heterogeneity and spatial representativeness analysis (Fig. 3). While this analysis focuses on the MODIS albedo product, the results are applicable to other satellite products with similar spatial resolutions (e.g. VIIRS). Most of the NEON core terrestrial sites with tower height higher than 10m are relatively homogenous and the ground measured albedo is spatially representative of the MODIS albedo during both the leaf-on and leaf-off seasons (Table 3). Although the $R^2$ values of all the 8 m tower sites are larger than 0.243, the sill values of Konza Prairie Biological Station, Central Plains Experimental Range, Santa Rita Experimental Range, Toolik Lake and 20m tower height Guanica Forest, Yellowstone Northern Range and Upper Waiakea Forest Reserve sites are low at less than 0.0005. These sites can also be considered homogenous and representative. Fig. 4 shows that the difference between MODIS and ground measured albedo at the Santa Rita site is less than 0.02. The Caribou Creek taiga, Woodworth, LBJ National Grassland, and Niwot Ridge Mountain Research Station sites represent grassland and forest ecotones and are particularly heterogeneous and may not serve as ideal validation sites for moderate resolution satellite products. In general, shrub and open woodland sites, located in areas with little human activity and no water bodies nearby, are all spatially representative. It should be noted that just as the location of the NEON core towers has been optimized for flux measurements, the actual height of the towers and the placement of the downward radiometers has also been optimized for flux measurements and is governed by the height of the surrounding canopy. Although sites located in heterogenous regions (e.g. the Caribou Creek taiga) are not spatially representative for moderate spatial resolution albedo validation, the footprints of these tower albedo are typically larger than a single pixel of high spatial resolution albedo (e.g. Landsat, Sentinel 2). As such, these sites can still be used to evaluate the accuracy of higher spatial resolution albedo products.
Fig. 3 Shortwave reflectance composite (TM Bands 7–4–2) and corresponding semivariogram functions, variogram estimator (points), spherical model (dotted curves), and sample variance (solid straight lines) using regions of 1.0 km (asterisks), 1.5 km (diamonds), and 2.0 km (squares), centered over Harvard Forest on 2010-10-08, Konza Prairie on 2008-07-23, Caribou Creek - Poker Flats Watershed on 2000-05-05. The circles show the footprint of tower albedo measurements calculated from the tower height and albedometer FOV.
Fig. 4. Comparison of synthetic time series of blue-sky albedo with ground-measured albedo, MODIS blue-sky albedo, and Landsat blue-sky albedo over Harvard Forest (2007), Santa Rita (2011), and Walker Branch (2005) sites. Synthetic, ground-measured,
and MODIS albedo measurements were obtained on a daily basis. Landsat measurements were derived from all cloud-free images available in each year (Table 2).

Table 3. Spatial representativeness status of NEON sites for moderate spatial resolution satellite albedo product validation. The highest “sill” values of the three analyzed spatial regionssites (1.0 km, 1.5 km and 2.0 km) in the semivariogram analysis are presented here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain Number</th>
<th>Site Name</th>
<th>R_se</th>
<th>Sill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leaf on</td>
<td>Leaf off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leaf on</td>
<td>Leaf off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D01</td>
<td>Harvard Forest</td>
<td>0.0726</td>
<td>0.2104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D02</td>
<td>Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D03</td>
<td>Ordway-Swisher Biological Station</td>
<td>0.0618</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D04</td>
<td>Guanica Forest</td>
<td>0.2705</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D05</td>
<td>University of Notre Dame Environmental Research Center</td>
<td>0.1408</td>
<td>0.0673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D06</td>
<td>Konza Prairie Biological Station</td>
<td>0.6395</td>
<td>0.6531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D07</td>
<td>Oak Ridge</td>
<td>0.0469</td>
<td>0.1777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D08</td>
<td>Talladega National Forest</td>
<td>0.0341</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D09</td>
<td>Woodworth</td>
<td>0.5626</td>
<td>0.5738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td>Central Plains Experimental Range</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11</td>
<td>LBJ National Grassland</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D12</td>
<td>Yellowstone Northern Range (Frog Rock)</td>
<td>0.5222</td>
<td>0.5209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D13</td>
<td>Niwot Ridge Mountain Research Station</td>
<td>0.5970</td>
<td>0.7196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D14</td>
<td>Santa Rita Experimental Range</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D15</td>
<td>Onaqui-Ault</td>
<td>0.5873</td>
<td>0.5365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wind River Experimental Forest</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D17</td>
<td>San Joaquin Experimental Range</td>
<td>0.0393</td>
<td>0.0636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D18</td>
<td>Toolik Lake</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D19</td>
<td>Caribou Creek - Poker Flats Watershed</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D20</td>
<td>Upper Waiakea Forest Reserve</td>
<td>0.4609</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§N/A represents data not available (evergreen vegetation sites for leaf off (site 3, 4, 16, 19, and 20), no clear sky images available (site 8), or sites where the semivariogram curve fails to fit the spherical model (site 10, 11, 14, 18, and 19)).

### 3.2 Synthetic shortwave albedo and EVI for land surface dynamics monitoring

The synthetic times series of 30 m broadband shortwave blue sky albedo is averaged according to the footprint of the tower albedometer for comparison with ground measurements. The albedos at Harvard Forest are around 0.19 during winter as snow beneath the forest canopy increases reflectance. The albedo decreases with the snowmelt and then increases to a maximum of about 0.16 during the course of the growing season (Fig. 4). Gaps in the data record are a result of missing ground albedo measurements from DOY 55 to 84 at the Harvard forest tower. The MODIS and synthetic albedo were not retrieved from around the Harvard Forest tower from DOY 59 to 79 due to the lack of valid MODIS reflectance data. Unsurprisingly, the synthetic 30 m albedo time series captures finer spatial characteristics than the MODIS data alone while maintaining similar seasonal dynamics (Fig. 5). The Santa Rita site is relatively stable with albedos remaining near 0.2 all year (appropriate for such a semiarid open shrub land site). The seasonal dynamics at this site are mainly dominated by the change of soil moisture (Sanchez-Mejia et al., 2014). Walker Branch is a deciduous forest site with no winter snow cover. As such, the albedo is lower than Harvard Forest in the winter (~0.12) and increases to a maximum of 0.17 during the growing season. The RMSEs of the synthetic blue sky albedo as compared to the tower albedo values are 0.013, 0.009 and 0.012 for the Harvard Forest, Santa Rita and Walker Branch sites respectively and the biases for the three sites are 0.002, 0.003 and 0.006 respectively. The footprint of the tower albedo measurements is close (Santa Rita) to or larger than (Harvard Forest and Walker Branch) the 30 m Landsat and synthetic albedo pixel sizes, yet
smaller than the effective spatial resolution of MODIS albedo. Landsat and synthetic albedo values were averaged according to the tower footprints for comparison, as such the area mismatch between combined Landsat and synthetic pixels and the ground footprint is less than the mismatch between ground footprint and a MODIS pixel. As a result, the Landsat and synthetic albedo values are slightly closer to the tower albedos than the MODIS albedo values (Fig. 4) over the three sites. The RMSE of the more homogenous shrub land (Santa Rita) is lower than the values at forest sites (Harvard Forest and Walker Branch). The combined accuracy of the synthetic blue sky albedo at these all three sites (RMSE 0.016, bias −0.013) is close to the values in Shuai et al. (2011) and meets the absolute accuracy requirement of 0.02–0.05 (Sellers et al., 1995) required by modelers. The accuracy of the synthetic time series of blue sky albedo values is affected by the number and quality of the finer spatial resolution data. For example, only one Landsat image is available during the growing season (2005-05-13) at Walker Branch and this Landsat albedo value is 0.04 higher than the measured ground albedo. This observation is close to the edge of a cloud and is potentially contaminated by a thin cloud not detected with the Landsat cloud mask. Enhanced temporal resolution coverage of finer scale satellite data over these sites would obviously improve the synthetic time series results. The availability and improved technical capabilities (1.38µm cirrus band and the improved radiometric resolution) of Landsat 8 (2013) and Sentinel-2A (2015) obviously will contribute significantly to improved fine scale synthetic time series results. The synthetic 30 m albedo show a wider data range than the stand-alone MODIS albedo. This is because spatial details captured at the Landsat 30 m resolution are mixed/smoothed at the MODIS 500 m resolution. However, the number of original clear sky Landsat 5 observations is very limited at the Harvard Forest and Walker Branch sites with only four at Harvard Forest in 2007 and six at Walker Branch in 2005. The Santa Rita site, in a semiarid area, had 11 original clear sky Landsat 5 observations in 2011 (Table 2). However, in all cases, the daily synthetic EVI and albedo time series significantly expand the spatial and temporal resolution of datasets for climate study.
Fig. 5. The synthetic time series and MODIS shortwave broadband blue sky albedo and EVI at Harvard Forest subset (16 km by 14 km) on DOY 95, 125, 135, 160 and 305 in 2007.
The phenological metrics derived from multi-day composite datasets can mask high-frequency vegetation changes (Ju et al., 2010; McKellip et al., 2005; Narasimhan and Stow, 2010). Shuai et al. (2013) showed that subtle details in growth stages can be captured from daily MODIS NBAR-derived EVI. Currently the temporal resolution of the Landsat data makes it difficult to capture vegetation phenological metrics, particularly in the shoulder seasons (e.g. green-up, senescence) which are important in analyzing the impacts of climate change. The MODIS-Landsat derived synthetic daily 30 m spatial resolution times series of EVI can be used to monitor complex land surface characteristics, especially rapidly changing seasonal dynamics. The phenology patterns of the vegetation were well captured by the synthetic EVI time series at Harvard Forest in 2007 (Fig. 5; Fig. 6). The logistic model fitted EVI dates agrees well with the synthetic temporal EVI dates. The ground phenology information at Harvard Forest was measured every 4 days during the green-up period. In 2007, the green-up date determined from the synthetic 30 m data sets (Day Of Year (DOY) 120) matches well with the field measured date (124). The green-up date derived from 500 m MODIS product (MCD12Q2) (Zhang et al., 2003) was considerably earlier at DOY 115. The difference in the onset of green-up within a single MODIS pixel can be more than 10 days over the same forest type (Fig. 6b). This spatial variation in phenology could be caused by species distribution or small scale microclimates. Small scale microclimates have previously been shown to result in large phenological variability within hundreds of meters (Klosterman et al., 2014; Vitasse et al., 2009). The temporal variation of synthetic EVI times series however, captures the development of foliage stages at the Santa Rita site (Fig. 6c). The shrubs started to green-up on DOY 220 and reached the first peak on DOY 230 and the second peak on DOY 260 in 2011. The single year analysis in this study demonstrate an ability to derive temporal vegetation variations at high spatial resolution using a variety of data fusion techniques. Further work is required for different vegetation types over a longer period to extend this study to completely assess the implication of land surface heterogeneity on the phenological analyses.

The synthetic EVI also shows greater spatial detail than the MODIS EVI, especially over more heterogeneous surfaces. This improves our ability to characterize spatial variations in EVI across species and communities. The maximum EVI standard deviation within a 480 m grid at Harvard Forest is over 0.25 and the difference of maximum and minimum EVI within the 480 m grid can
be as high as 0.7 during the growing season (Fig. 2). In addition, the boundaries between forest types and water bodies are very clear in the synthetic EVI but difficult to identify in the MODIS EVI.

Fig. 6. (a) Temporal plot of synthetic time series EVI (red +) and logistic model fit (blue line) at Harvard Forest flux tower in 2007, (b) the onset (DOY) of green-up at Harvard Forest subset (16 km by 14 km) and (c) the temporal plot of synthetic EVI and phenocam photos at Santa Rita site.

4. Conclusion

The MODIS-Landsat coupled synthetic albedo and EVI times series are able to capture the land surface dynamics at high spatial resolution. Such a capability lays the ground work for long-term monitoring of vegetation phenology at the stand scale in response to climate change,
disturbance regimes, and other drivers. The heterogeneity analyses of all of the NEON sites and of the three Ameriflux sites used in this study indicates that the range of EVI and albedo within moderate spatial resolution grids is very large and higher spatial resolution vegetation index and albedo values are necessary to understand how individual vegetation types are responding to environmental forcing. The daily high spatial resolution synthetic vegetation index time series enhances the monitoring of vegetation phenology change. At the Harvard Forest site, the difference between the synthetic EVI determinations and the ground measured green-up date is within 4 days. This suggests that over mixed deciduous broadleaf and evergreen needleleaf forest ecosystems, the modeled phenology can be used to capture vegetation temporal variations at the landscape scale. The synthetic albedo time series match well with the ground albedo values with RMSE and bias less than 0.013 and within ± 0.006 respectively over the three Ameriflux sites. As more of the spatially representative NEON core site towers are established, continued comparisons and validation can be done to monitor seasonal and temporal trends. The establishment of the NEON core sites will contribute significantly to our knowledge of a diversity of ecosystems and provide key validation measurements for both satellite data and future models and simulations. However, as noted, the NEON sites were originally selected for applicability to serve as flux sites and not necessarily the best placements to evaluate satellite products, and therefore, this analysis of spatial representativeness is important in defining the appropriate usage of these NEON data. The observations of higher resolution surface phenology and energy change from the synthetic time series data will be continued with the newer generation of satellites including Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI), Sentinel-2A/B MultiSpectral Instrument (MSI), and Suomi-NPP Visible Infrared Imager Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) satellite sensors.
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